Abstract. We review the influence of rare-gas layers on image-potential states at metal surfaces. Experiments on Xe, Kr, and Ar on Cu(100) and on Xe/Ru(0001) that use the technique of time-resolved two-photon photoemission are discussed. The energetic position of the electron affinity, the geometry of the adsorbate layer, and dielectric screening are the factors that influence the dynamical and energetic properties of the states. Theories on various levels are compared, including 1-and 3-dimensional models and the GW approximation of many-body theory. We also present new results on buried interface states that exist in the band gaps of both the Cu(100) substrate and a thick adsorbed Ar layer.
INTRODUCTION
The coupling of electronic excitations at surfaces to the bulk material is the key to a variety of dynamical processes. It governs very diverse phenomena like surface recombination, charge transfer across interfaces, or desorption and dissociation processes of adsorbates induced by electronic excitations. In the last few years enormous progress has been achieved, in both the experimental and theoretical methods, which allows one to precisely measure and predict the lifetimes of occupied and unoccupied electronic states at metal surfaces. 1 The advancement was particularly remarkable in the case of image-potential states at metal surfaces. Time-resolved two-photon photoemission (2PPE) experiments and accurate many-body calculations have led to a good understanding of many aspects of electronic decay of these hydrogen-like states at metal surfaces. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Adsorbate layers can modify the coupling of imagepotential states to the metal substrate very strongly and cause a drastic change of their inelastic lifetimes. [16] [17] [18] In addition, some molecular adsorbates were shown to give rise to two-dimensional localization of the states. [19] [20] [21] For a detailed understanding of the effect of decoupling, the study of rare-gas layers is most promising because of their layer-by-layer growth and their well-characterized electronic structure. As will be discussed below, the energetic position of the bulk conduction band, derived from the unoccupied 6s (5s, 4s) level of the Xe (Kr, Ar) atoms is the crucial factor that determines the layerdependent dynamics of image-potential states. If the electron affinity is negative, as in the case of Ar, the insulator film represents a repulsive barrier. For a positive electron affinity, as is the case for Xe and Kr, the layer potential is slightly attractive and can give rise to quantum-well states in the layer.
In the first part of this article we give a review of our recent work in this field. Following the introductory and experimental parts we discuss the effect of Xe, Kr, and Ar layers on the properties of image-potential states on Cu(100) complemented by some results obtained for Xe/Ru(0001). We then give an overview of the present status of the theoretical modeling of such systems. In the last section we present results for a novel type of state that is localized at the interface between a thick Ar layer and a Cu(100) substrate. (1)
with z denoting the distance from the surface. If the bulk band structure projected onto the surface possesses a gap near the vacuum energy, electrons can be trapped between the attractive image potential and the metal, and a series of hydrogen-like states with energies
is formed, where n is the quantum number, Ry is the Rydberg energy, and a is the quantum defect 22, 23 ( Fig. 1 ). Electrons in image-potential states are only bound in the direction normal to the surface and can move almost freely in the parallel plane. Relaxation of electrons that are transiently excited into these states occurs predominantly via inelastic scattering with the metal electrons and creation of electron-hole pairs in the metal. In comparison to other electronic excitations at surfaces, image-potential states exhibit relatively long lifetimes because they are located mainly in the vacuum region in front of the metal. The lifetime of the first image-potential state, e.g., ranges from 10 fs to 60 fs, 1 depending on the substrate material and orientation. The lifetimes scale like τ ∝ n 3 in the limit of high quantum numbers n, as expected from the classical round-trip time. In the literature, and also in this work, the so-called bulk penetration approximation has been applied in order to estimate the inelastic lifetimes of image-potential states. 23 This model assumes that the lifetimes scale inversely to the probability density p = ∫ 
where Γ b , the linewidth of the bulk states, is an empirical parameter. This approximation is motivated by the decay process, which is mediated by the interaction with the bulk electrons. It neglects the nonlocal character of the Coulomb interaction, which plays an important role at surfaces due to the reduced screening. 24 It has been shown, however, that the nonlocal contributions to the total decay rate cancel out each other to a large extent in favorable cases such as Cu(001) surfaces. 4 Therefore, the bulk penetration may be used to estimate the change of the lifetimes in dependence of the quantum number or of the thickness of an adsorbate layer. The bulk penetration depends on the energetic position of the imagepotential states on the projected band gap. It has a minimum value of a few percent in the center of the gap and approaches unity at the upper and lower band edge.
Time-resolved two-photon photoemission (2PPE) is a pump-probe technique that combines laser excitation with photoelectron spectroscopy. 2, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] A first laser pulse with photon energy hω a excites metal electrons from below the Fermi level into the normally unoccupied image-potential states (Fig. 1) . A second laser pulse hω b follows after a controlled time delay and lifts a part of the excited electrons above the vacuum energy. The photoelectrons escape from the sample with the kinetic energy E kin = hω b -E B , where E B is the binding energy, and are detected by means of a time-of-flight or dispersive electron spectrometer. The probe pulse thus projects the excited density of states into the final states of the electron analyzer. The time evolution of the transiently excited electrons is probed by recording the 2PPE signal as a function of the time delay between the pump and probe pulses with the spectrometer set to a fixed energy. The inelastic lifetimes are obtained directly from the exponential decay of the time-resolved 2PPE curves. Rate equations are usually sufficient for a quantitative data evaluation. In the case of lifetimes that are shorter than the widths of the applied laser pulses or if coherence effects play a role, a density-matrix formalism has to be used. 2PPE conserves the momentum of electron motion parallel to the surface. It can be computed from the knowledge of the emission angle ϕ by using k || (Å) = 0.5123 E eV sin ϕ, permitting momentum-resolved studies. Unless otherwise stated, experiments are performed in normal emission, k || = 0.
Decoupling by Rare-Gas Adsorbates
In the presence of well-ordered adsorbates that do not introduce unoccupied electronic levels in the energy range of the image-potential states, the wave functions of the latter will retain their simple hydrogenic character, but will be repelled further away from the metal. 17, 33 Systems with such properties that have been studied by time-resolved 2PPE include Xe/Ag(111), 34, 35 alkanes/ Ag(111), 36, 37 Xe and N 2 /Cu(111), 38, 39 Xe/Ru(0001), 40, 41 and Ar/Cu(100). 42 Lifetimes have been found to increase by several orders of magnitude, depending on the thickness and the electronic properties of the layer.
The basic physics of decoupling of image-potential states is already contained in simple dielectric continuum descriptions of the adlayers. The model goes back to the work by Cole, 43 who discussed the possibility to increase the binding energy of image-potential states on the surfaces of liquid He, Ne, or H 2 by putting films of these materials on a metal substrate. The modified image potential given by Harris and coworkers 16 has the form (4) where z is the distance from the metal, d is the layer thickness, ε is the dielectric constant of the adlayer, and β = (ε -1)/(ε + 1). V CBM denotes the position of the conduction band minimum with respect to the vacuum level, i.e., the affinity level of the rare gas layer (V CBM = -EA). V out is the potential in the vacuum region outside of the layer. The first term is the image potential outside an infinite dielectric and the second term is a series of corrections that arises from the presence of the metal and the finite layer thickness. The potential inside the dielectric, V in , is the screened image potential of the metal, which is lowered or raised with respect to the vacuum level depending on the electron affinity of the adlayer. 44 The effect of the adlayer on the image-state properties depends critically on the position of the affinity level V CBM . If V CBM is positive, as in the case of Ar, N 2 , or alkanes, the wave function will be mainly confined to the vacuum outside of the layer (Fig. 2) . Its binding energy will be mainly determined by V out , whereas the potential V in describes the form of the tunneling barrier that determines the penetration of the wave function to the metal substrate and thus the lifetime. The longest lifetime of an image-potential state that has been measured so far with 2PPE is 10 ps for the n = 1 state of Cu(100) in the presence of 5 monolayers of Ar. 42 In the case of a negative V CBM , the energy levels of the imagepotential states can become degenerate with the conduction band of the adlayer and the wave functions of the states penetrate the layer. Examples are the n = 2 state in the presence of the rare gases Xe and Kr. In this case, a quantum-well-like behavior with an oscillatory dependence of energy and lifetime on layer thickness is found. 47 A special effect, that is already contained in the dielectric continuum model, is important for Cu(111) and Ag(111). The image-potential states lie close to the upper edge of the band gap on these surfaces. The drop of the work function upon rare-gas adsorption shifts the states away from the band edge, resulting in a reduced penetration into the bulk. This effect accounts to a large extent for the lifetime increase after monolayer adsorption on these surfaces. 38 In the case of Cu(100) and Ru(0001), which are investigated in this work, this mechanism is negligible, because the image-potential states lie close to the center of the gap.
Whereas the dielectric continuum model can explain the influence of adlayers in a qualitative way, recent work has shown that it is not sufficient for a satisfactory quantitative description. Hotzel et al. have used a mo- Fig. 2 . Schematic energy diagram of a rare-gas spacer layer on a metal substrate along with the probability density of the n = 1 image-potential state. The wide bandgap of the insulating film leads to an out-shift of the probability density away from the metal. The potential inside the film arising from the individual layers is highly corrugated (solid line). Also shown is the potential of the dielectric continuum model (dashed line 39 Gaffney and coworkers applied the two-band model of nearly free electrons for describing the electronic structure of aromatic overlayers on Ag(111). 48 Berthold et al. showed that for Xe/Ru(0001) the properties obviously depend on the morphology of the adlayer. 40 In the case of Ar/Cu(100) the continuum model fails to predict the correct binding energy for monolayer coverage. At the same time, it underestimates the lifetime for thicker layers.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of atomically flat, well-ordered rare-gas layers is an essential prerequisite for our thickness-dependent 2PPE studies. The procedure is based on the unique properties of temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) of rare gases (Fig. 3) . 49 Up to the third monolayer (ML), desorption of the individual layers gives rise to sharp, clearly separated peaks with zero-order desorption kinetics. Even in case of films that are several tens of monolayers thick, the monolayer signal is well separated from the multilayer desorption peak (Fig. 3b) . By comparing the temperature-integrated signal with the peak area of 1 ML, the initial coverage can be measured. The layers were dosed through a micro-channelplate, while the preselected amount of gas was controlled electronically. In this way the coverage can be calibrated with the high accuracy of 0.02 ML in the low-coverage regime and 2 ML for very high coverages up to 70 ML.
Perfect, annealed monolayers are easily obtained by slightly overdosing the sample and removing the excess coverage by ramping the sample temperature just beyond the 2 ML peak. The preparation of thicker films involved two more steps. First an annealed monolayer was made, on which subsequently the higher layers were adsorbed. Only under this condition layer-by-layer growth was observed. Finally, the sample was annealed to temperatures between 23 K and 46 K in order to enable layer smoothing by rapid intra-and interlayer diffusion and simultaneously avoid desorption. Thick Ar films above 5 ML were prepared in a slightly different manner by adsorbing already at 23 K sample temperature to ensure a crystalline growth mode. The annealing step was then omitted. The geometrical order of the layers was verified by LEED. The diffraction patterns showed well-ordered, incommensurate, multi-domain islands of close-packed layers. The Xe and Kr layers proved to be stable under electron irradiation, while the Ar layers were damaged after a couple of seconds. The stacking order is known to be fcc. The epitaxial growth mode was checked with 2PPE by making use of the characteristic shift of the peak energies depending on layer thickness. 50 The Cu(100) and Ru(0001) samples were cleaned by standard sputtering and annealing procedures. Surface purity and order was verified by XPS, LEED, the well-investigated features of thermal desorption spectroscopy of Xe/Ru(0001), 51 and by linewidth measurements with 2PPE. 5 The samples were kept in UHV chambers with base pressures of 3-6 × 10 -11 mbar at room temperature and could be cooled to 18 K by liquid helium cryostats. In our 2PPE experiment we used the 40-80-fs pulses of the third harmonic of a Ti:sapphire oscillator (repetition rate 82 MHz) to populate the imagepotential states from metal states below the Fermi level. The photon energy of the pump beam was set to h ω a = 4.43 - 
INFLUENCE OF ELECTRON AFFINITY AND LAYER THICKNESS
Results and Qualitative Discussion
A systematic study of Xe, Kr, and Ar layers on Cu(100) has been presented in ref 46 . The energetic position of the electron affinity of the layers V CBM increases from Xe (-0.5 eV) to Kr (-0.3 eV) to Ar (+0.25 eV). Well-ordered films with thicknesses of 3 to 15 Å (1-5 ML) were prepared using high-resolution temperature-programmed desorption. Binding energies and lifetimes of the series of image-potential states up to quantum numbers n = 4 were determined by means of time-resolved 2PPE.
Examples of energy-resolved spectra and time-resolved pump-probe traces for Kr are given in Fig. 4 . The states n = 1 to n = 3 are fairly well resolved on all films. Only features characteristic for complete and smooth layers are observed. The binding energy of n = 1 decreases with increasing layer thickness, while the energy positions of n = 2 and n = 3 remain almost constant. Rich information is obtained from the coverage-dependent lifetimes of the states. For Kr the lifetime of the n = 1 state shows a monotonic increase, while the lifetime of n = 2 has a maximum at 2 ML. Lifetimes and energetic positions of the higher states n = 3,4 were obtained from quantum-beat spectroscopy. 2, 46 Figure 5 summarizes the energies and lifetimes of n = 1,2,3 measured on different Xe, Kr, and Ar layers. The figure very clearly demonstrates the different coveragedependent behavior of Ar on the one hand and Kr and Xe on the other hand. On Ar the lifetimes of all states exhibit a dramatic, exponential increase with layer thickness. This increase gets weaker with increasing quantum number. For Xe and Kr, on the contrary, the n = 1 lifetime increases much less with coverage and seems to saturate around 300 fs at 4 ML. The lifetime of n = 2 reaches its maximum value at 2 ML, and from 3 ML on it starts to decrease again. Significant differences are also found in the behavior of the binding energies. On Ar they decrease monotonically with increasing coverage for all three states. On Kr and Xe only the binding energy of n = 1 decreases monotonically, where this decrease is much weaker than for Ar. The binding energies of n = 2,3 show a slight initial decrease but increase again slightly at 4 ML.
Qualitative arguments provide a basic understanding of these complex observations. The characteristic behavior of the image-potential states can be classified by the energetic position of the electron affinity of the adsorbate layer and its dielectric constant, whereby the former governs the lifetime characteristics and the latter the binding energies. In the case of Ar, the affinity level is 0.25 eV above the vacuum level. These layers are repulsive for all image-potential states, and the electrons can transverse the layer only by tunneling. As the binding energy of n = 2 is smaller in comparison to n = 1, the tunneling barrier is lower for this state so that the lifetime increases less rapidly than in the case of n = 1. The binding energies, on the contrary, decrease with growing layer thickness because the electrons remain located in front of the layer and are pushed away from the attractive image potential originating from the metal. This effect is smaller for Kr and even counterbalanced for Xe because their high polarizability gives rise to an additional attraction.
Xe and Kr layers (V CBM = -0.5 eV and -0.3 eV, respectively) are slightly attractive to electrons and represent a barrier only for the lowest n = 1 state. This leads to the only moderate lifetime increase of this state, which is a bit larger for Kr than for Xe. However, it does not explain the saturation of the lifetime around 4 ML, even though for Xe the n = 1 energy gets very close to the affinity level. The higher quantum states n ≥ 2 are degenerate with the Xe or Kr conduction band. Hence they can penetrate the layer that acts like a quantum well. Every time the layer thickness matches one halfcycle of the oscillating wave function a resonance is formed with a high probability amplitude near the metal. This results in a decrease of the lifetime for 4 ML and also in an increase of the binding energy because the potential is more attractive inside the layer. At 2 ML the resonance condition is least fulfilled, which causes the initial increase in lifetime of the n = 2 state, and similarly of n = 3.
An Atomic Model
A realistic description of the electronic structure of the adsorbate layer has to take into account that the potential inside the layer is highly corrugated by the presence of the screened ion cores of the rare-gas atoms. A 1-dimensional, parameterized potential provides already a good description of the real system. 46 The construction of the potential is described below; the results are displayed in Fig. 5 . They were obtained by numerical solution of the 1-dimensional Schrödinger equation. Lifetimes for the rare-gas-covered surface were calculated within the bulk-penetration approximation by scaling the experimental lifetimes of the clean surface with the computed probability density inside the metal. The model shows very good agreement with the measured data. The binding energies are very well reproduced. Even the slight energy decrease of n = 2 and n = 3 within the resonance on 4 ML is visible. Moreover, the saturation of the n = 1 lifetime is well described and the n = 2 resonance is generated at the correct position at 4 ML. The lifetimes of n = 2 and n = 3 lie not more than a factor of three above the experimental values. The discrepancy between calculated and measured lifetimes of n = 2 and n = 3 may be caused in large part by the bulk penetration approximation that was used to estimate the lifetimes. However, recent many-body calculations of absolute lifetimes for Ar/Cu(100) show that the nonlocal contributions to the inelastic linewidth cancel out each other to a large extent, as they do for the clean surface. 52 Two requirements were imposed on the microscopic potential. On the one hand, it should retain the simple 1-dimensional character of the image-potential states. On the other hand, it should describe the electronic structure in the vicinity of the conduction band minimum as precisely as possible because this is the energy region of the image-potential states. The potential has the form 46 ( 
5)
The first term V DCM accounts for the screened image potential within the dielectric continuum model of eq 4. The second term V atom describes the electronic structure and is derived from the bulk electronic structure of the rare-gas solids. It was obtained by assuming a screened Coulomb potential for a single rare-gas atom and by averaging the contributions of all atoms in the surface plane. In the limit of very thick layers it generates a localized core state and valence band, and a delocalized conduction band. The interlayer spacing d rg amounts to 3.58, 3.30, and 3.04 Å for Xe, Kr, and Ar; n rg is the number of layers. The screening length has only a minor 54 The continuum part of the potential V DCM depends on the dielectric constant that was treated as a free parameter. Scaling it as ε calc = 1 + 0.5(ε -1) results in very good agreement of the computed binding energies with the experiment. Although this value does not agree with the bulk dielectric constant of the rare gases, it gives a satisfying description of the image potential in the presence of the adsorbate layer. Examples of the resulting potentials are shown in Fig. 6 . These oscillate inside the layers with the period of the lattice constant, while their envelopes follow the screened image potential of the continuum model.
The coverage dependence of the lifetimes is reflected in the behavior of the wave functions of the atomic model (Fig. 6, top) . Their modulation follows the corrugation of the potential. In the case of Xe and Kr, the envelope of the probability density is not so strongly damped as in the case of the tunneling model, which results in a moderate lifetime increase and the experimentally observed saturation. For 4 ML the quantumwell resonance of the n = 2 wave function is clearly visible inside the film. In the case of Ar, on the contrary, the probability density decays exponentially inside the layer, which generates the tunneling-like coverage dependence.
As described above, the dielectric susceptibility used for the calculations was scaled by a factor of 0.5, resulting in a reduction of the dielectric constant of the adsorbate layers. This has two major effects on the model potential and the image-potential state properties (see Fig. 6 ). On the one hand it reduces the potential strength just in front of the layer, on the other hand it reduces the screening of the metal potential and thus increases the potential at the metal/rare-gas interface. As a consequence, reducing the dielectric constant decreases the binding energies and lifetimes at the same time. Therefore, the scaling parameter of the dielectric susceptibility roughly accounts for the screening properties at the two interfaces. The numerical value of 0.5 is probably fortuitous.
So far only results of the atomic model have been discussed. The question arises if an equally good agreement with the experiment can be achieved by the continuum model that has been described in the introduction. In Fig. 7 the results of various model calculations are compared exemplarily with the Kr experimental data. The dielectric continuum model (a) exhibits almost quantitative agreement, which is especially the case for the lifetimes. However, the quantum-well resonance is placed at 2 ML coverage instead of 4 ML, and the lifetime of n = 1 is predicted to decrease beyond 2 ML, which is not the case in the experiment. These failures are caused by a strong attraction near the metal, which drags the wave functions into the layer (see top panel of Fig. 7 ). The tunneling model (b) is even simpler than the dielectric continuum model. Screening effects inside the layer are disregarded and the potential V in is considered a square barrier whose height equals the energetic position of the electron affinity. 43, 53 Nevertheless, this model yields a good quantitative agreement of the binding Fig. 6 . Examples of the atomic potential (bottom) along with the computed probability densities of n = 1 and n = 2 for clean Cu(100), 2 ML and 4 ML of Xe, and 4 ML of Ar (top). Metal and rare-gas films are highlighted in dark and light grey, respectively. From ref 46 , with permission from Elsevier.
energies. The lifetimes, on the contrary, are overestimated by a factor of up to 30. This behavior arises from the strong damping of the wave functions inside the layer. Compared to the continuum models, the atomic model (c) shows very good agreement of both the computed binding energies and the lifetimes with the experiment. This is a direct consequence of the description of the electronic structure by a microscopic potential. The continuum models contain parameters that cannot be fixed precisely from literature values. However, by varying, e.g., the dielectric constant or the position of the image planes, it is not possible to obtain a better overall agreement of the continuum models. Introduction of an empirical effective mass 39, 53 does not improve the results, and is very questionable in the case of films that are only a few monolayers thick.
It has been shown that the atomic model can also be used for the simulation of other systems. 46 In Fig. 8 the lifetime changes upon Xe adsorption are compared for the three different noble-metal surfaces Ag(111), Cu(111), and Cu(100). In all cases very good agreement between experiment and theory is found, whereby the same value for the dielectric constant ε = 1.65 has been used. The (111) surfaces of Ag and Cu exhibit a qualitatively similar behavior. The main quantiative differences arise because the image-potential states of Ag(111) lie close to the top of the band gap where the penetration of the wavefunction into the metal is high, while for Cu(111) they are near the band gap center, where the bulk penetration is minimized. This leads to the smaller lifetime of n = 2 in comparison to n = 1, as it is closer to the upper edge of the band gap. On Cu(111) the n = 2 state is even in resonance with the unoccupied metal band. Similarly, the steep initial rise of the n = 1 lifetime is generated by the work function drop upon Xe adsorption that moves the image-potential states towards the center of the gap. 38 The atomic model fails to give a satisfying account of the system Xe/Ru(0001). 40 Most likely this is caused by the strong interaction of the adsorbate with the substrate d-bands. This interaction is also the reason for the existence of two monolayer phases. At a coverage of θ = 0.85 ML a commensurate ( 3 × 3 )R30° superstructure is observed, whereas the full monolayer is incommensurate. 56 These changes in the geometric structure of the adlayer have a significant influence on the coupling properties of the image-potential states. Time-resolved measurements reveal a large increase of the n = 1 lifetime with increasing Xe coverage (Fig. 9) . The very short lifetime of n = 1 on the clean surface τ = 11 fs was estimated from the linewidth observed in energy-resolved 2PPE spectra. As in the case of the Cu(100) surface, the lifetime increase is caused by repulsion of the electrons by the adsorbate layer. This behavior is reflected qualitatively by the theoretical wave functions, which were computed by using the tunneling model (see right side of Fig. 9 ). The lifetime increases with a factor of ×3 per monolayer, whereas for Xe/Cu(100) the factor is only ×2 per monolayer (compare Fig. 5 ). This difference is most likely due to the different binding energy of the n = 1 state, which, e.g., on 1 ML is -0.76 eV for Xe/Ru(0001) but only -0.63 eV for Xe/ Cu(100). In this way, the effective height of the barrier is larger for Ru as compared to Cu. The lifetimes for Xe/ Ru are by 25-30% shorter than for Xe/Cu(100). This is explained by the high density of states in the partly filled d-bands of Ru in comparison to the noble metal Cu.
The two monolayer phases exhibit a remarkable difference in their lifetimes, which amount to 36 fs for the commensurate and 52 fs for the incommensurate monolayer. This infers that the modification of the adsorption geometry induces a change of the repulsive barrier or equivalently a change in the electronic structure of the 6s-derived affinity level. Qualitatively, we may argue that the enhanced Xe-Ru interaction in the commensurate phase is the origin of a larger wave function penetration into the bulk and consequently of the reduced lifetime. A theoretical model of this effect would be a demanding task because it involves a 3-dimensional description of the adsorbate-metal system. Due to the large complexity introduced by the strong Xe-Ru coupling and by the large number of electrons in the Xe atom, such a calculation is still missing. However, for weakly-interacting Ar layers on a noble-metal surface a truly 3-dimensional theory is feasible, as will be discussed in the next subsection.
Extended Modeling
The 1-dimensional models discussed in the previous sections have laid the basis for understanding of the physics of image-potential states in the presence of raregas adsorbate layers. Experimental results could be explained qualitatively, and for a variety of systems even fairly good quantitative agreement was obtained. Despite this success, these models are based on a couple of assumptions and approximations that are not justified a priori. First of all, computing the lifetimes by the use of the local bulk penetration approximation is a great simplification because inelastic decay occurs via the nonlocal Coulomb interaction with the many-body electronic system of the metal. 24 In addition, the bulk penetration does not yield absolute values for the lifetimes, but relies on scaling either the experimental results or an empirical bulk decay rate. Second, the models are 1-dimensional. This is a good approximation for a clean metal surface, where the corrugation in the surface plane is small, but should not hold, in general, for the highly corrugated potential inside the adsorbate layer. Also, a 1-dimensional theory does not include d-bands, which have a large influence on the width of the conduction band of the rare-gas solids. 46 Finally, the model potentials contain parameters that must, in principle, be fixed by using independent results, but sometimes are subject to some arbitrary choice. To date there is no solution to all of these problems. Some aspects, however, have been treated on a more accurate basis. They provide an explanation why relatively simple 1-dimensional models can give a satisfying description of the influence of rare-gas layers on image-potential states. From a theoretical point of view Ar is the favorable system, because it possesses the largest band gap, smallest polarizability, and weakest interaction both between the atoms and with the metal substrate.
Inelastic lifetimes for Ar/Cu(100) have been computed by Machado et al. within the GW approximation of many-body theory from the imaginary part of the self-energy. 52 This technique allows for the accurate prediction of lifetimes of image-potential states 4, 58 and also of occupied surface states 59 in the case of clean metal surfaces. All wave functions that are needed for the initial and final states and for the calculation of the density response function are computed by using the atomic model or Chulkov's potential for the clean surface. 60 The restriction to one dimension is required because it reduces the computational effort enormously by making use of the translational symmetry in the surface plane. However, this would imply an unrealistic free-electron-like description of the highly localized occupied adsorbate states and would generate additional decay channels. Therefore, the final states and density response function were approximated by those of the clean surface. The error thus introduced is expected to be small, since the Ar levels lie quite deep in energy and are only weakly coupled to the Cu substrate. The results are shown in Fig. 10b . The agreement with the experiment is excellent for the n = 1 state. The increase of its lifetime, originating from the decoupling from the bulk metal, is very well reproduced. The n = 2 lifetime on clean Cu is also predicted exactly, while for the Arcovered surface the lifetimes are overestimated by a factor of 2. This deviation may be due to decay mechanisms outside many-body theory such as scattering at defects 15 or phonons 61 in the Ar layer. The coverage dependence of the lifetimes nearly equals the estimate obtained from the bulk penetration approximation (Fig. 10a) . This result is surprising because there are nonlocal terms of sizable magnitude contributing to the inelastic decay. However, as in the case of the clean surface, 4 a fortuitous cancellation of the nonlocal contributions occurs such that the decay may be approximated by a local picture.
A truly 3-dimensional approach for the description the Ar/Cu(100) system was chosen by Marinica et al. 57, 62 They computed a parameter-free potential for the interaction of the image-state electron with the Ar layer. The potential between the electron and the single atoms of the layer and the mutual polarization of the Ar atoms was considered, allowing for a correct description of screening inside the layer. The electron-Ar potential was adjusted to electron-scattering data, while the total 3-dimensional potential was assumed to be the sum of the electron-Ar and the electron-metal interaction. The latter was included by a well-tested 1-dimensional potential that has been applied with great success to manybody calculations of inelastic decay at metal surfaces. 24 Finally, the Schrödinger equation was solved by using a 3-dimensional wave-packet propagation method. The change of lifetimes upon Ar adsorption was estimated by the use of the bulk penetration approximation. The coverage dependence of the lifetimes computed with this 3-dimensional model (Fig. 10c) is very similar to the bulk-penetration and many-body results obtained by using the 1-dimensional atomic model (Fig. 10 a, b) . Up to 2 ML the 3-dimensional model fits slightly better than the other two theories, whereas at higher coverages the lifetimes appear to saturate. This saturation effect has been explained by the interplay between the increasing thickness of the repulsive layer and the decreasing binding energies, which lower the effective height of the barrier. Details of the electronic structure or images of the polarized layer may also be involved. In general, the 3-dimensional calculation confirms the results of the 1-dimensional theories. As has been discussed above, inelastic decay may be described within a local picture and can thus be understood from the penetration of the wave function into the metal. In fact, the 3-dimensional wave functions presented in ref 57 , when averaged in the surface plane, resemble those of the 1-dimensional atomic model.
INTERFACE STATES
The electronic properties of interfaces are of fundamental importance for many technological applications. The realization of the MOS transistor, for example, was prevented for many years by the insufficient quality of the oxide-semiconductor interface. Despite the significance of buried interfaces, there exist hardly any studies on this topic using 2PPE or conventional electron spectroscopy. Previous 2PPE work remained restricted to films that were only a few monolayers thick. 47, 63 This is due to the limited penetration depth of electrons in matter. Here, we apply 2PPE to monitor the dynamics of buried interface states that are covered by several tens of atomic layers and present our results for Ar/Cu(100). 64 This study has become feasible because the probe pulses can promote electrons from the interface states into the Ar conduction band. There, the electrons undergo ballistic transport to the Ar surface where they can emerge into the vacuum without any inelastic or elastic losses.
Energy-resolved 2PPE spectra show only image-potential states at low Ar coverage (Fig. 11) . At 2 ML a new peak becomes visible above the vacuum energy that grows in intensity and shifts down in energy when the coverage is further increased. Energy and intensity of this peak stay constant at a high coverage above 15 ML. A second peak, which shows up at 15 ML, exhibits a similar behavior. These peaks arise from electrons that are localized at the interface between the Cu substrate and the Ar layer. The coverage-dependent energies of the n′ = 1,2 interface states are characteristic of quantum-well resonances inside the layer. In the limit of very thick layers the states converge to energies that lie slightly below the conduction band minimum of Ar. The screened image potential near the metal attracts the electrons, confines them to the metal-rare-gas interface, and shifts their energies into the Ar band gap (see Fig. 12 ).
Time-resolved measurements of the interface states n′ = 1 and n′ = 2 reveal a strong dependence of the lifetimes on the adsorbed layer thickness (Fig. 13) . The lifetime of n′ = 1 is 40 fs at 8 ML, while above 15 ML it saturates at 100 fs. The lifetime of n′ = 2 lies below that of n′ = 1 for thinner layers, but approaches a value near 200 fs above 30 ML. Figure 14 summarizes the thickness-dependent lifetimes. The curves separate in two regions: at low coverage, i.e., below 15 ML for n′ = 1 and 30 ML for n′ = 2, there is a strong rise of the lifetimes with increasing layer thickness, while at high coverage the lifetimes of both states approach constant values of 100 fs and around 200 fs, respectively. This behavior stems from two different decay processes of the interface electrons, which are sketched in Fig. 14 . The strong variation of the lifetimes in the low-coverage regime arises from resonant electron transfer through the insulating overlayer. It can be looked at as a leakage of the wave function, which is confined to a thin layer, into the vacuum. This elastic decay channel can exist because the energies of the interface states lie above the vacuum level. Thus they are, in principle, not bound to Fig. 15 , where prior to preparation of the thick Ar overlayer, a Xe monolayer was adsorbed. The Xe layer changes the properties of the interface states drastically. The energy of n′ = 1 shifts down by 120 meV and its lifetime decreases by a factor of more than 3. These effects can easily be understood because the conduction band minimum of Xe lies 0.75 eV below that of Ar. The Xe layer therefore forms a strongly attractive potential for electrons at the interface. This results in an energy drop and simultaneously increases the coupling to the metal, and thus Γ W , because the electrons are dragged closer to the metal. 
SUMMARY
Rare gases are prototypical adsorbate systems that allow for precise control of the coupling properties of imagepotential states. The energetic and dynamic changes after adsorption of Xe, Kr, or Ar on Cu(100) or Xe on Ru(0001) were characterized by the use of time-and energy-resolved 2PPE. The binding energies are primarily affected by the dielectric constant of the adlayers because polarization of the rare-gas atoms leads to additional attraction of the image-state electrons. The lifetimes are governed by the energetic position of the conduction band minimum. For Ar it lies above the vacuum level, which gives rise to large decoupling from the bulk and electron tunneling through the insulating films. For Xe and Kr it lies below the vacuum level, leading to quantum-well resonances of the states n ≥ 2 and saturation of the lifetime of n′ = 1. For the system Xe/Ru(0001), a distinct difference of the lifetimes of the two monolayer structures was found by the experiment, which was assigned to the stronger Xe-Ru interaction in the commensurate phase.
A 1-dimensional microscopic model has been developed that accounts for the key characteristics of the electronic structure of the adlayer, namely, the position and effective mass of the conduction band minimum. By applying the bulk penetration approximation for estimating the lifetimes, satisfying, and even quantitative, agreement with the experiment could be achieved. Theories for Ar/ Cu(100) were discussed that go beyond the local bulk penetration approximation and the 1-dimensional atomic model. Absolute lifetimes computed within the GW approximation of many-body theory verify the local nature of inelastic decay in this system. A 3-dimensional, parameter-free treatment of the Ar layers gives nearly the same results as the 1-dimensional model.
Finally, the detection of buried interface states by time-resolved 2PPE was demonstrated for the system Ar/Cu(100). Electrons excited into these states decay on timescales between 100 fs and 200 fs by electron-hole pair excitation in the metal and for thin Ar layers below 15-30 ML, also by electron transfer through the insulating Ar layers into the vacuum.
